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Big Brother Evictee Wants To See
Hannah In Jury Next
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By John Powell – GlobalTV.com

The swimwear designer didn’t make the cut.

Alyssa Lopez’s only vote to stay in the Big Brother house last night was cast by her trusted

and true ally Xavier. In the end, her strategic partnership with the Milwaukee lawyer though

ended her game.

“I think going in to the double Hannah did want to stay loyal with me but as soon as Claire

had her speech right before the live vote I think she realized that Xavier really is a big target

that she needed to get out. Unfortunately, I am aligned with him. So, I think as soon as

Xavier did win the veto I was just the next one that the house was wanting to get out,” she

said.

Alyssa criticized Hannah’s decision to target her during the double eviction.

“I kind of hope that Hannah follows me out the door because I don’t think it was a smart

game move to take a shot at me. I feel like that helped everyone’s game but her own and I

think if she was evicted right after me she would realize it,” she said.

As a member of the Big Brother jury Alyssa has an important decision to make and she is

backing her boy, Xavier all the way.

“I think if Xavier is playing the best game this far. I think a lot of people respect him and I

think a lot of people see that he’s very loyal. I think he has all the right connections. I mean,

he was sitting right next to Claire and it was a four to one vote. Claire really hasn’t made a

big splash in this game and he stayed so I think he’s pretty solid so far,” she said of her ally.

On the other hand, Alyssa hasn’t been impressed with Azah at all.

“I think the worst game would unfortunately be Azah. I feel like she does what everyone is

wanting her to do and I don’t think she’s looking out for her best personal game,” she said.

Looking back at her time in the Big Brother house Alyssa wouldn’t have played any

differently.

“I wouldn’t really change much about my game. I wanted to go in and be completely 100 per

cent Alyssa who is upfront and a competitor that is loyal. I think I showed that each and

every week. I think the only thing I may would change is keep a little more things to myself

and not look out for so many people that aren’t looking out for me,” she said.

Check back here for all the latest news from the Big Brother house.
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